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CHAPTER 3 

A MODIFIED PATH ASSURED TRANSFER PROTOCOL FOR URGENT DATA 

TRANSMISSION 

3.1 Introduction 

WSN is a social infrastructure, which can send urgent data more reliable as well as faster 

than the normal data. It can perform the transmission operation on both the normal data and the 

urgent data that are not handled equally. According to the data priority, urgent data is first 

transmitted to the destination node. Moreover, packet loss usually occurs in the network because of 

the channel quality. In most of the applications, reliability is essential for the secure transmission 

of data. The overall performance of the network is based on the accurate delivery of sensitive data. 

Moreover, another important factor for better performance of the system is the congestion of free 

communication. In WSN, most of the urgent data transmission protocol neglects the normal data 

traffic, and it sends only the sensitive data to the destination [47-48]. While the number of resources 

increased, the congestion will be decreased, and the data that has to be sent will be prioritized, or 

the data transferring from the source node is decreased. Moreover, the normal data and urgent data 

are the types of data in WSN. When considering the data transmission, the priority is given for 

sensitive data or urgent data than the normal data [49]. The primary aim of the proposed system is 

to send urgent data to the destination at a specific interval. For that, the availability of urgent data 

will be verified by the proposed system; the priority is given for urgent data and send that data first 

to the receiver. An improved nPAT system is proposed in this work that is distributed and 

autonomous. It overcomes the challenges in the existing protocols. The proposed system achieves 

the congestion-free as well as the reliable normal data and urgent data communication. 

3.1.1 Requirement for Modified PAT 

The proposed improved PAT protocol works efficiently for both urgent and normal data. It takes 

input data from sensor nodes. It checks the priority of data and transmits data to the sink node based 

on the priority of data. Moreover, there are three phases followed for the operation of the proposed 

protocol. The first phase performed the blocking operation on the normal data. The blocking request 

is generated by the emergency data node and send that request to the neighboring node to block the 

transmission of normal data. So, based on the TDMA scheduling process, it applies the scheduling 

process to the urgent data. The path is now cleared because of this blocking strategy. The 

transmission of urgent data to the master node or sink and received the acknowledgement for the 
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transmitted data in the second phase. The master node or sinks send the release message after the 

completion of urgent data transmission. Because of data re-transmission, the delay is decreased and 

obtained the collision-free data transmission with the dedicated path. Finally, it transmits the normal 

data based on their priority. 

 

3.1.2 Path Assured Data transfer (PAT) protocol 

Plenty of protocols are useful in forwarding urgent information. In PAT, sensors send a 

request to sink node for transmitting urgent data, and then a blocking message is sent by the sink 

node to block all the normal packet transmission. In several existing systems, urgent data 

transmission is the only aim. However, the proposed scheme aims at both the normal data and 

urgent data transmission. From the literature, the existing PAT [50] system blocked the normal data 

and sent only the sensitive data or the urgent data from sink to the sensor node; this blocking 

mechanism is performed to give 100% reliability and to reduce the congestion for urgent data. At 

other sensor nodes, the normal data is created at an instance, but these data are not delivered to the 

sensor node because of the blocking strategy. Due to low memory, the generated normal data are 

not preserved in the sensor node. This issue is resolved in the proposed scheme by the intelligence 

technique. 

Moreover, the three phases are there in the proposed system. If there is any urgent data 

information available in the sensor node, it sends the urgent data request (UREQ) to the sink node. 

The number of hops is utilized to send this request to the sink node. The intermediate node adds the 

node’s ID information to the request data packet.  It immediately broadcast the blocking request 

which contains the ID information of the intermediate node when the sink node receives the request 

packet. In blocking request, it compares it’s all neighbour ID. In the list of blocking request ID, any 

neighbour ID is identified by the sink, and then it blocks the normal data. If not, it will forward the 

normal data toward the sink node. Also, when Sink node broadcast the blocking request, 

immediately it's one hope neighbour node sends the status information, i.e. currently available 

power occupancy to the sink node. A backup sink node is chosen from one of them, and the 

(BUPSINK) request is broadcasted. The data is transmitted from the other nodes that generated the 

normal data to the backup sink node after receiving the data contained packet at the sink node. 

However, urgent data is transferred to the real sink node. At the conclusion, the block release 

request is broadcasted by the real sink node after the completion of urgent data transmission. 
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Similarly, the normal data generator node starts transmitting the normal data after receiving 

this request at the backup sink node. There is three-layer in this network architecture in which the 

first tier contains master node, second-tier contains router and third-tier contains End Node (ED). 

Three stages are presented in this PAT operation.  

 For a reliable as well as assured transmission of urgent data, the muting or blocking the 

network performed. 

 With a reliability mechanism, Urgent data transmission is performed. 

 The network is released for the normal task [51]. 

3.1.2.1 State transition of ED 

In normal operation, the ED node stays in the NORMAL state. It moves to the BLOCK 

BROADCAST state when a node detects an urgent event; also, its tblock timer is initiated. To the 

whole network, it is essential to provide a specific period for increasing the urgent broadcast 

message. In a particular range, the block message starts broadcasting by ED to all the nodes and 

this ED pause for some time interval to complete the tblock. After the completion of tblock time, 

the ED transfers to the URGENT UNICAST state and the urgent data begins to transmit. The 

neighbour ED nodes receive the urgent broadcast in the NORMAL state. Then, the tblank time 

duration timer is started after transferring the ED to the BLOCKED state. This time is similar to the 

time taken for transferring the urgent message, which is proportional to the number of packets that 

are available in the BLOCK BROADCAT packet. The normal data transferring is stopped by these 

ED nodes and wait in the BLOCKED state. Otherwise, it will move to a NORMAL state if tblank 

timer expires. 

3.1.2.2 State transition of NPD 

It moves to BLOCK BROADCAST FORWARD state when NPD node receives block 

broadcast; within its range, the urgent block message begins to broadcast to further NPDs as well 

as EDs. After successful transmission of urgent broadcast, the NPD transfers to the WAITING state 

and the duration tblank timer begins. Based on the packet header, an Urgent packet is identified. 

While the urgent data packet is received from ED, it transfers to URGENT UNICAST FORWARD 

state. This transfer of state occurs, once the NPD is a URGENT ED node’s next-hop. To the next 

hop, the received urgent packet is forwarded by the NPD and transfers to the WAITING state. In 

this state, the NPD is paused for the time tblank to receive the release message from the parent 

node. Until the urgent data packet received by the master node, this process continues. If 

transferring of all the urgent data packets completed, then this process stops. Its WAITING state is 
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preserved and paused for release message from the parent node or the completion of time tblank, if 

the NPD does not intricate the urgent packet forwarding. 

3.1.2.3 State transition of Master  

While the master node receives the urgent broadcast from its child node, the urgent block 

message is broadcasted by the master node in its range to other NPDs as well as EDs; then, it 

transfers to the BLOCK BROADCAST FORWARD state. Normal data packets are received using 

urgent data packets by the master. The BLOCK BROADCAST message indicates the number of 

urgent data packets. It transfers to the RELEASE BROADCAST FORWARD state after obtaining 

the final urgent packet, and the release message broadcasting is started. In the master node range, 

the normal data packets transmission begins after the ED nodes transferred to the NORMAL state. 

In the range of master, the release message is forwarded by the NPD nodes in its range to other 

NPDs and EDs. The transmission of normal data begins after all the NPDs and EDs in the network 

is transferred to the NORMAL state until there is the next urgent event occurs [52].  

3.2 Related Works 

Some of the recent works related to this topic are given below: 

Ashwini et al. [48] designed a path assured data transfer protocol for WSN. The WSN was mostly 

used for some application like object tracking, habitat monitoring, military monitoring, precision 

agriculture and so on. For the same, it is necessary to make the requirement of the transport layer 

and the characteristics of WSN. To overcome these issues in WSNs, the distribution, as well as an 

autonomous system, called PAT strategy, is proposed for reliable and fast urgent data transmission. 

For reliable data transmission, Mohammad et al. [53] developed a multipath routing algorithm for 

WSN under energy consumption and distance. In this paper, we propose a multipath routing 

algorithm for WSN for reliable data transmission. The proposed algorithm is based on multipath 

principle. It also cares about the constraints of energy consumption according to the sensor node 

components. Also, the distance that separates each node to another one. 

Liang Xue [54] developed data aggregation protocols for WSN based ACO algorithm. In this 

article, we expanded the analysis for the constructing of data convergence protocol through the ant 

colony optimization algorithm. Eitaro Kohno et al. [55] develop a security protocol for WSN using 

dispersed data transmission. Assurance networks are one of the essential technologies of New-

generation Networks. To make multiple paths fit our previously proposed method; we have 

modified ATR (Augmented Tree-Based Routing). We have conducted simulation experiments 
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using our proposed method in a network simulator. The results show that our previously proposed 

method is effective in both cases in which the network size is small or large.   

Kashif Saleem and Norsheila Fisal [56] planned an enhanced Ant Colony algorithm for self-

optimized data assured routing in WSN. A recent WSN routing protocol defined as Secure Real-

Time Load Distribution (SRTLD) has been developed to provide real-time transfer, high delivery 

ratio, and longer sensor node lifetime. A novel Biological inspired self-organized Secure 

Autonomous Routing Protocol (BIOSARP) to enhance SRTLD with self-optimized and 

autonomous secure routing mechanism. Seong-cheol and Yeong-joon [57] developed an energy-

efficient priority-based MAC protocol for WSNs. In this article, we present an energy-efficient 

priority based MAC (EP-MAC) protocol for energy harvesting WSNs.  

In WSN, the transport layer protocol was proposed by Ashwini et al. [58] for the transmission of 

urgent data. Moreover, this has been considered as a challenging task. While handling the urgent 

data, there are several challenges, such as reliability and congestion are faced by WSN. This is 

because of the specific limitations a well as requirements. In recent years, several protocols are 

proposed in WSN for reliability achievement as well as congestion avoidance. In that, some 

protocols performed the congestion elimination process. Using various mechanism, the issue was 

reduced by these protocols. This paper explores these mechanisms and tries to find their features 

and limitations which directed us for our research. A reliable transmission protocol called as 

(RETP-UI) is suggested by Lulu Liang et al. [59] for the urgent data in WSN. The traffic is 

categorized into three classes in this protocol; also in each node, the three priority queues are 

maintained correspondingly. The queue length and its fluctuation are correlated together for the 

prediction of congestion in an accurate manner.  

An Adaptive Management of QoS in different situations (Ad-M-QoS-DS) has been introduced by 

Rachid Haji et al. [60] for the cooperation as well as rescue operations management at the time of 

disaster. The structure has used the degree of information importance to provide the QoS parameters 

and QoS level. An adaptive routing protocol has been presented by S. Sharma and D. Kumar [61] 

to utilize the efficient data routing that depends on the priority. Based on their priority, two paths 

are defined by the framework for the transmission of data. An Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

Routing (AODV) enhanced version was proposed for the detection and maintenance of shortest 

path. The energy consumption was reduced by constructing an energy-efficiency path using an ant-

based protocol.  
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3.2.1 Survey on PAT schemes in WSN 

Both the urgent and non-urgent data are carried out by WSN, which apparently should not be 

handled equally. Previous protocols aim at providing a best-effort packet delivery so that all 

messages, including urgent messages, are processed equally. Therefore, when the network is 

congested, packets with high priority experiences a large delay, and possibly could be discarded. It 

means that a WSN must be capable of differentiating and prioritizing packets, depending on their 

urgency and importance. Table 3.1 lists the survey of existing methods in the data transmission 

process. 

Table 3.1 Survey of existing methods 

Author and 

year 

Description about the proposed methodology Packet loss 

model 

Ashwini et al. 

[48], 2013 

 Path Assured Data Transfer Protocol is proposed. 

 Over the framework of the fixed infrastructure network, the 

implementation is done in NS2 simulator. 

 Evaluated in terms of End-to-End (E2E) Transmission Delay, 

PDR, Total Throughput  

 The need for clear path assurance for the urgent data transmission 

is concluded in summary. 

Moderate packet 

loss.  

Mohammad et 

al. [53], 2017 

 The multi-path routing algorithm is presented. 

 A source node can now transmit a packet to its neighbours with 

the highest weight in the sorted weights list. 

 The processes continue until the packet reaches its destination. 

Data loss is not 

considered.  

Liang Xue 

[54], 2107 

 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is developed. 

 It aims to build a data aggregation protocol. 

 Finally, compute the optimal route for the data gathering process. 

Data loss is not 

considered. 

Eitaro Kohno 

et al. [55], 

2015 

 ATR (Augmented Tree-Based Routing) is proposed. 

 This method was proposed to perform the multipath routing 

process. 

 Performance measured using varying parameters such as node 

densities, source and destination node distance, etc. 

Data loss is not 

considered. 
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Kashif Saleem 

and 

NorsheilaFisal 

[56], 2012 

 A novel Biological inspired self-organized Secure Autonomous 

Routing Protocol (BIOSARP) to enhance SRTLD with self-

optimized (AC)) and autonomous, secure routing mechanism is 

proposed.  

 To avoid the huge traffic overhead, the proposed ACO functions 

with only two ant agents, which are, Search Ant and Data Ant 

agents. 

 Evaluated in terms of PDR and Packet overhead.  

30% of data loss 

occurred in the 

transmission time. 

Seong-cheol 

and Yeong-

joon [57], 

2012 

 Energy Efficient Priority-based MAC protocol (EEP-MAC) is 

proposed. 

 A receiver node periodically wakes up, receives sender beacon 

frames from its neighbours, and broadcasts a beacon frame 

containing the selected sender’s address. 

 A receiver node selects the sender node according to the sender’s 

data priority 

 Evaluated in terms of delay parameter.  

Data packet loss is 

not considered.  

Ashwini et al. 

[58], 2013 

 Transport layer protocol is developed. 

 Transport protocols are designed with three different congestion 

avoidance techniques 

  Two common techniques named as rate adjustment and traffic 

redirection and one rarely used mechanism; polite gossip policy. 

Packet loss 

creates energy 

wastage.  

Lulu Liang et 

al. [59], 2010 

 Reliable transmission protocol for urgent information (RETP-

UI) is developed. 

 In RETP-UI, not only the current queue length but also the ratio 

of queue length’s fluctuation is adopted as an indication of 

congestion. 

 Evaluated in terms of Normalized throughput, Packet loss ratio 

and Delay. 

The low packet 

loss rate is 

Probable.  
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Rachid Haji et 

al. [60], 2010 

 AdM-QoS-DS (Adaptive Management of QoS in different 

situations) is developed.  

 To this end, an optimisation tool for balancing the 

communication resources for the constraints and priorities of 

user applications has been developed. 

 Nutrient-flow-based Distributed Clustering (NDC), an algorithm 

for load balancing is proposed. 

 Evaluated in terms of power consumption.  

Not considered 

the packet loss 

rate.  

S. Sharma and 

D. Kumar[61], 

2009 

 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 

improved version is presented. 

 It is adapted to perform data routing based on priority.  

 An ant-based protocol is used for generating an energy-

efficiency path that decreased the consumption of energy. 

Not considered 

the packet loss 

rate. 

 

3.3 Mathematical Model 

This subsection explains the mathematical model for the first objective. The first objective is to 

achieve efficient urgent data as well as normal data transmission. For that purpose, the priority-

based technique is applied. After that, FHCS and TDMA scheduling methods are applied for urgent 

as well as normal data transmission. For efficient message forwarding, initially, we must consider 

event or packet type, packet id, queue size, and a flag value. These details are illustrated in table 

3.2. 

Table 3.2 Description of the data packet 

Type of data 

packet 

Id of the data 

packet 

Size of a queue Value or id of 

neighbour node 

Value of flag 

Type (E) Id (E) QS (E) (E)Ty  T (F) 

 

Message or event is generated or sensed by the node. Every message is generated with packet 

format. Sensor node broadcasts this message to neighbouring nodes. The neighbouring node first 

validates the source of the message by using a local certificate of the source node. After that, it 

validates whether the message is forwarded by source node or not.  
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Data packet type (Type (E)): [message or data, location of the event, Id of the data packet, 

Id of neighbour node, type of message].  

 dTvEsensetauthNEIMF

N

v

TV

i

Rv

itype  



0

)()(),(                                       (3.1) 

Here, Intelligent Message Forwarding is denoted by IMF. 

Event generation or detection 

Type(E)Flag(E),(E),packet  Data of IdTime(E),Loc(E),Message                                 (3.2) 

Here, the location or position of an event is mentioned by Loc(E), event timestamp or time of the 

event is denoted as Time(E). The event type is signified by Type(E), trust value of the sensor node 

is designated by Trust(E), and finally, reputation value is indicated by Reputation (E).  

Data or event forwarding to neighbour nodes (NN) 

Data management or event management is mathematically represented based on the given below 

expression. 



TNN

annsenseeventT(F)  valueFlag
vi

                                              (3.3) 

Here, the total number of neighbour node is mentioned as TNN.  



TNN

anncal(val)QS(E) queue of Size
vi

                                               (3.4) 






eventthesensenotif0

eventthesenseif1
cal(val)

vi

vi
                                   (3.5) 

)sizeQueuesizeQueue&&FlagIf(Flag thresholdthreshold                        (3.6) 

Then take action and forward data or message.  

Investigation of priority based message delivery 

Message delay between two nodes is calculated based on the time interval among the source node 

and destination node. Moreover, the priority of every message is calculated based on the given 

below equation.  

Analysis of Priority-based Message Delivery:   

The time interval between sending messages by source nodes and receiving the message at 

destination end is calculated using the following formula. 
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T

0i

timetime dT)Ppacketdatasendingpacketdata(receivedT)data(P,basedPriority (3.7) 

Here, simulation time is denoted as T, and the priority of the message is denoted as P.  

 

 

3.4 Proposed Scheme Modified PAT 

The main application of wireless sensor networks is to monitor or observe conditions 

(physical or environmental) like sound, pressure, temperature and also in real-time applications like 

object tracking, disaster reporting military systems. These real-time applications generate urgent 

and sensitive data which has to be transmitted on time. There are different urgent data transmission 

protocols available for transmitting urgent data from the source node to the master node. Path 

assured transmission protocol is one of such protocol which transfers the urgent data to master node 

giving it more priority. But it ignores the normal data that needs to be transmitted. The proposed 

improved path assured transmission protocol transfers urgent data, and then it also transfers normal 

data based on its priority. Results have proved improved path assured transmission protocol is much 

better compared to path assured transmission protocol in terms of packet delivery ratio, delay and 

packet drop ratio. 

3.4.1 Proposed Methodology 

In WSN, it is very important to transfer sensitive data in time. The transmission time 

required becomes a challenging issue for urgent data. It is also necessary to transmit normal data. 

Improved path assured transfer protocol is the modified, and improved version of path assured 

transfer protocol. Data is transmitted from all source nodes to a master or sink node. In the existing 

PAT protocol, if urgent data gets detected, then only urgent data will be transmitted, ignoring the 

normal data. It’s important to give more priority to urgent data, but it’s also necessary to transfer 

normal data. Hence, the proposed improved PAT protocol transmits both urgent and normal data. 

Normal data is transferred based on priority. Apply first come first serve (FCFS) and time-division 

multiple access (TDMA) scheduling methods. 

System Design  

Figure 3.1 demonstrated the system design of the proposed methodology. Data transmitted 

from the source to destination node after checking whether its urgent data or normal data. At the 

transport layer, the NPAT method is implemented. Assured path data transfer NPAT method 
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is used in three phases: Firstly, using the assured path for data transmission. Transmission of 

urgent data using reliability mechanism. The network is again available for normal operation.  

Load simulator

Load Scenario

Sink and sensor node

Simulation Parameters

Manage data packet 

Data or message priority

TDMA scheduling method

Efficient message forwarding of urgent as 

well as normal data

Simulation – WSN – 

NS2 simulator

Modified PDNC 

method

Result Analysis

 

Figure 3.1 System model of the proposed methodology 

The urgent data transfer is the most significant in WSN, so, we study PAT in which 

when end nodes detects any urgent data they perform three steps broadcast block message. Its 

broadcast urgent data detection message to the neighbouring node then this node stops 

transmitting normal start to send urgent data through a dedicated path after data transmission node 

are free to send normal data.  
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3.4.1.1 Results and Discussions 

 The NS-2 simulator environment is utilized to implement the modified PAT and performed 

broad simulation experiments. With a master at its lower center, dissimilar sensor nodes are 

randomly and uniformly distributed in a 500x500m two-dimensional area in all the simulation 

experiments. Over the simulator, the introduced scheme is evaluated for its performance. The 

Network Simulator 2 tool over red hat operating structure is used in this scheme. Through the 

simulations, the analysis is validated and equated modified PAT and PAT performance with that of 

the in-network. Create the node and trace file (.tr) graphical analysis are the major two parts of the 

simulation.  

PDR 

It is the ratio of data packets received to the generated by the destinations and sources, 

respectively. The following equation gives the mathematical form of the ratio of packet delivers 

represented as: 

nodesourcebysentpacketsofnumberTotal

nodeMasterbyrecivedpacketsofnumbertotal
ratiodeliveryPacket  (3.8)

 

Table 3.3 shows the comparison of PAT and modified PAT in terms of packet size and packet 

delivery ratio. In figure modified PAT is mentioned as nPAT. 

 

Table 3.3 Comparison analysis of packet delivery ratio with packet size  

 

 

Packet size 

(bytes) 

Packet Delivery   

PAT 

Packet Delivery  

nPAT 

30 478.418 688.351 

35 496.011 803.076 

40 569.888 917.801 

45 637.368 1032.53 

50 603.976 1147.25 
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Figure 3.2 Packet delivery ratio comparison using a packet size 

Figure 3.2 displays the performance of comparison of the ratio of packet delivery with packet size. 

The performance of the proposed methodology is compared with the existing PAT method in terms 

of packet size. When equated with previous PAT method, the introduced nPAT method achieves 

higher packet delivery ratio with 50 packets (bytes). From the figure analysis, we can say that the 

introduced methodology outperforms previous PAT regarding delivery ratio.   

Throughput 

The ratio of the total number of packets received at the master node using entire source nodes to 

the average transmission delay is known as throughput. The protocol efficiency reflects the 

possible total throughput; the faster source nodes and the achievable total throughput deliver their 

data packets to the sink. 

delayontransmissiAverage

nodessourceallby

nodeMasteratreceivedpacketsofnumbertotal

throughputTotal  (3.9)

 

Table 3.4 shows the comparison of PAT and Improved PAT in terms of packet size and throughput.  
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Table 3.4 Comparison analysis of throughput value

 

Packet size 

(bytes) Throughput  PAT Throughput  nPAT 

30 478.418 688.351 

35 496.011 803.076 

40 569.888 917.801 

45 637.368 1032.53 

50 603.976 1147.25 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Throughput analysis in terms of packet size 

The throughput analysis for packet size is displayed in figure 3.3. Moreover, the throughput of the 

proposed nPAT methodology is compared with the existing PAT technique. In this comparison, 

packet size ranges from 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 bytes. Our proposed methodology achieves 1190 

kbps throughput for packet size 50. When compared with the existing methodology, our proposed 

methodology achieves 65.92% throughput value. 

Delay 

The average time of data packet to reach its destination is also called end-To-End delay. By 

subtracting the time this time is calculated, from the time at which the initial data packet reached 

to the destination, the first data take to navigate the network. The time of data packet generation 

and reception of transmitted packets in the application layer and is calculated in seconds. All 
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network delays are caused by node mobility, packet, and retransmission and connection tearing 

because of the weak signal strength among the nodes, and its creation is also be included. 

data)sentnodeetime(sourcdata)receivednodertime(masteDelay  (3.10) 

Table 3.5 shows the transmission delay of the proposed and existing method in terms of varying 

packet size. 

Table 3.5 Comparison analysis of delay value

 

Packet size 

(bytes) Delay PAT Delay nPAT 

30 2.72931 1.8306 

35 3.21108 1.8306 

40 2.8151 1.8306 

45 2.89293 1.8306 

50 3.43442 1.8306 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Performance comparison of delay 

Performance comparison of transmission delay about packet size is displayed in figure 3.5. The 

proposed methodology performance is compared using the existing PAT technique. Moreover, the 

transmission delay is measured in seconds. Overall, the proposed nPAT methodology takes 1.9 

seconds to complete the task for varying packet size. In terms of transmission delay, proposed nPAT 

methodology achieves less delay than existing methods. 
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Queue length 

The queue length defines the data, which is queued in the sensor nodes to transmit the data from 

the source node to the destination node or sink node. In this work, the queue length of the proposed 

methodology is evaluated against the varying packet size. Table 3.6 displays the performance 

comparison values of proposed and existing methodology.  

Table 3.6 Performance comparison of queue length 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Performance comparison of queue length vs packet size 

The performance comparison of queue length about packet size is displayed in figure 3.6. The 

performance of the proposed methodology is compared with the existing PAT method. The queue 

length is measured regarding count. The queue length of the introduced methodology is 

comparatively lesser than the existing PAT method for varying packet size.  

Packet size 

(bytes) 

Queue Length 

PAT 

Queue Length 

nPAT 

30 3.04004 2.60247 

35 3.11952 2.60247 

40 3.09469 2.60247 

45 3.11954 2.6022 

50 3.1741 2.6022 
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Packet dropping rate 

The difference among the received and created packets is called packet loss. Packet loss is evaluated 

by AWK script in which the trace file is processed, and the outcome is produced. Table 3.7 displays 

the packet dropping rate about packet size. 

Table 3.7 Performance comparison of packet dropping rate 

Packet size 

(bytes) 

Packet Dropping  

PAT 

Packet Dropping 

nPAT 

30 2.72931 1.8306 

35 3.21108 1.8306 

40 2.8151 1.8306 

45 2.89293 1.8306 

50 3.545 1.8306 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Packet dropping rate comparison vs packet size 

Figure 3.6 shows the performance comparison of the dropping rate of the packet against the packet 

size. The proposed methodology performance is compared with previous PAT technique. With the 

size of 50 bytes, the proposed methodology drops packet at 1.9 bytes. It varies with the same range 

for varying packet size.  

3.4.2 Modified PAT algorithm 

The steps involved in PAT algorithm are given below. 
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 If urgent data detected then, send broadcast urgent data recognition text to entire other 

neighbouring nodes. 

 If urgent data is detected, then the path tree will be created especially to transmit urgent 

data. 

 If normal data is detected, then firstly, priority has to be checked of the packet. The 

packet can be transmitted priority wise. 

 Using alternate path nodes, the normal data is transmitted that is not in an enthusiastic 

way for transmission of urgent data.  

 Therefore, using different paths, the normal and urgent data are transmitted to the 

forward hop towards the sink node. Apply Time-division multiple access (TDMA) scheduling 

method [62] 

 Urgent data transmission is completed as soon as possible; the sink node is free to 

receive normal data. 

The algorithm for nPAT is given in table 3.8, and the flowchart of the proposed methodology is 

displayed in figure 3.8.  

Table 3.8 Algorithm for proposed modified PAT method 

Algorithm: Modified PAT algorithm 

Input: Sensor network Data.  

Output: Normal or urgent data, urgent data priority > normal data. 

{ 

1. If (data = urgent data) 

then  

             Transmit block broadcast text to entire neighbouring nodes. 

else  

             Endure transmitting normal data 

2. Generate selected way tree for transmitting urgent data.  

3. If detected the normal data  

then  

          a. Check priority of packet P1, P2, P3.  

          b. Calculate count of a packet per process.  

          c. In each slot calculate packet size.  

         d. Apply FCFS and TDMA scheduling method.  
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         e. Finally average wasting time decide normal or urgent data.  

else  

          Stop  

4. If transmission of urgent data is over  

then  

          Send normal data  

else 

         Return step 2  

}  

 

The TDMA [62] scheduling issue is utilized for determining a slot for every node given an input 

graph P; they do not have a similar slot of time if any two nodes conflict. It is also called a reuse 

channel assignment issue or static channel assignment issue. For collision-free data transmission, it 

(re)uses that slot at each time frame after each node finds its slot. Finally, to reduce the frame size, 

an algorithm that decreases the number of time slots, thus growing channel utilization. The 

maximum time slot is allocated in the network need to be spread to the whole network after the 

channel assignment. Using the channel assignment part, the TDMA scheduling problem is deals. 

For the scheduling algorithm cost, synchronizing with entire nodes over the maximum slot number 

is not counted. The strict time synchronization may require for effective use of a TDMA schedule. 

However, for obtaining the schedule, we do not assume time synchronization. The time 

synchronization is a most TDMA system’s inherent assumption this may seem odd. Hence it should 

come free for the scheduling. However, the wireless nodes, specifically sensor nodes, frequently 

come with inadequate system resources and battery. Particularly in a large-scale positioning, the 

nodes are burden frequent time synchronization itself. Finally, time synchronization is not more 

preferred for networking solutions. When using a large time slot, without tight synchronization, the 

TDMA can still be useful.  
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Figure 3.7 Flowchart of the proposed methodology 
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3.5 Results and discussion for priority-based message delivery 

This section explains the results based on their percentage improvement in every performance 

parameter. The performance parameters like packet delivery ratio, throughput, transmission delay, 

queue length, and packet dropping rate against a varying number of packet size. Figure 3.8 displays 

the percentage difference in packet delivery ratio for varying size of the packet. 

 

Figure 3.8 Ratio of Packet delivery regarding packet size 

When compared to the existing PAT algorithm, our proposed nPAT algorithm achieves 62.045% 

delivery ratio for packet size 50 bytes.  

 

Figure 3.9 Throughput for packet size 

Figure 3.9 displays the percentage difference in throughput value for varying packet size. When 

compared to the existing PAT algorithm, our proposed nPAT algorithm achieves 62.045% 

throughput for packet size 50 bytes.  
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Figure 3.10 Queue length for packet size 

Figure 3.10 displays the percentage difference in throughput value for varying packet size. When 

compared to the existing PAT algorithm, our proposed nPAT algorithm achieves 19.8016% queue 

length for packet size 50 bytes.  

 

Figure 3.11 Delay regarding the size of packet  

Figure 3.11 displays the percentage difference in delay value for varying packet size. When 

compared to the existing PAT algorithm, our proposed nPAT algorithm achieves 37.92% less 

transmission delay for packet size 50 bytes which is comparatively less than PAT algorithm.  
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Figure 3.12 Transmission packet dropping rate for packet size 

Figure 3.12 displays the percentage difference in packet dropping rate for varying packet size. 

When compared to the existing PAT algorithm, our proposed nPAT algorithm achieves 37.92% 

less packet dropping rate for packet size 50 bytes which is comparatively less than PAT algorithm.  

3.6 Conclusion 

Wireless Sensor Network is a sensor network that communicates with different devices. Data gets 

transmitted from different sensor nodes to the master node. Normal and urgent data are the two 

types of data utilized here. Urgent data has to be given more priority, and data has to be transferred 

priority wise. The proposed improved PAT protocol works for normal and urgent data together. It 

checks whether data is urgent data and if it urgent data, then it will be transmitted first to master 

node. The improved nPAT works more efficiently and is better than the existing PAT protocol. 

Results of this system show the improved PAT is better than PAT protocol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


